[Application of 3.0T susceptibility weighted imaging in the diagnosis of hemorrhagic foci and the outcome prediction of rabbits with brain blast injury].
To investigate the value of susceptibility weighted imaging(SWI)in the diagnosis of hemorrhagic foci early after blast injury and its role in the outcome prediction. Totally 30 rabbits with blast-induced cerebral blast injury were used in this study. After routine CT/MRI and SWI scanning,quantified analysis was performed in regions of interest using post-processing technology. After dissecting the brains of the experimental rabbits,the cerebral histopathological changes were observed,and the results were compared with SWI findings. In these 30 rabbits,22,102,221,and 738 hemorrhagic foci were detected by CT,T1WI,T2WI,and SWI,respectively. The number of cerebral microbleeds detected by SWI was significantly larger than those revealed by conventional T1WI and T2WI(Χ(2)=10.00,P<0.01). Furthermore,the SWI imaging displayed the punctiform(n=315,42.7%),lamellar(n=218,29.5%),slinar(n=205,27.8%)hypointense foci,with clear margin. The number of hemorrhagic foci detected by SWI was positively correlated with survival(r=-0.667,P<0.05). SWI remarkably increases the detection rate of hemorrhagic foci(particularly microbleeds)in rabbits with cerebral blast injury. The number of cerebral microbleeds and location of foci are closely related with the outcomes and therefore may facilitate clinical managment.